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The Gods could invade tomorrow morning and this heap of animals that so loudly
call  themselves  humans  would  insist  on  doing  all  the  same mistakes  they  are
already doing. Invasion would cause a lot of fear, despite of what would be the
case, and it would be a show of force, if anything.

Do the Gods possess this force? They do. But any force such as this is to be used
carefully.

Do the Gods believe in humanity? Apparently they do. Do they believe in anyone in
it? Certainly not.

Does  humanity  stand  a  chance  against  the  enemy or  other  entropic  forces  of
failure? For sure.

Have they given us the methods for this? Yes.

For  how long? Long enough people hold  the line.  Not  forever,  as this  battle  is
ongoing and active.

Humanity's innocence goes half a way. At this point, does anyone hold a gun on
their head to accept being slaves or anything of the sort? No. Just observe the
recent Co-Vid craze and how the enemy concocts the ruin of their freedoms and
turning them into borgs - is this done with guns or might? No. And still, do some
people cave in? They do.

People are more free than they think, and more free than they appreciate. If they
don't appreciate, the enemy will of course exploit this and force them into slavery
and subjection.

While the enemy has a lot of power, humans do still possess the ability of choice to
an extent. One of these choices could be to open their minds up and so on. But
that's up to people individually.

We are working to stop this takeover of the enemy, and humanity also has a lot of
people "in it" that aren't cut for the above, and will therefore resist it. Many people,
and more than the slaves, as numbers keep showing.

But as we can see, it has it's load of idiots in it as well, and the enemy's mass
control is also setting a precedent of making things more difficult.

So that they don't meditate or not do research, or are they merely following their
own negative forces and blindly subject to the enemy?

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=263958#p263958


Change doesn't  come in this  case from this  type of  force,  unless they were to
instate a form of a controlled system like the enemy wants, which is not what the
Gods want, because they have nothing to gain from this specifically. The enemy's
task is easier than that of the Gods. Violence is not going to solve this, because
humans are dumb.

In the meanwhile, many are bending over for the so called JWO and do "as they
are told", and consider that healthy advice coming from our side as "patronization"
and "attacks", while the enemy corrupts them and uses them like puppets everyday
of their low existence.

In short, humanity is past the point where an invasion could solve anything by itself.
A lot of other work is needed. And yes, the Gods do act physically also, just read
the recent UFO invasion archives published by the US. The Gods do intervene, and
the enemy too. Governments know and they are sitting there, most being unable to
do anything.

Jews are the agents  of  the agency of  the enemy,  and their  work  is  easy.  Just
promote global slavery and stupidity. The already degenerate wave of existence
that happens from them, is easy to maintain. The world is filled with endless idiots,
fake vanity egoists, the list goes.

They will lose this planet, but it will take a lot of time for complete finishing of their
effects and what they have caused, because humans are totally garbage in their
striking majority, and very set in their stupid ways. All humans do in particular is
exist and whine while they remain blind. Humanity isn't helping much. Few people
do.

Most are only following the slide into the shit and happily so. Just look around and
you'll see. Gods could invade tomorrow and this psychopathic humanity the enemy
has constructed, would at first be "Thankful" the Gods invaded and saved them,
and one month later, these animals would feel like it was "totally deserved" and one
month after this that "They are equal to the Gods" and who knows what other shit.

Left alone without a nanny, they would repeat the same thing all over again?

The level of consciousness of humanity is the primary issue, more primary even
than every  problem ongoing  currently  in  this  world  physically.  This  has  caused
humanity to be in front of the enemy's fangs today.

Soon, Israel also recommended people wear bracelets to be tracked like prisoners
((("because"))) of Co-Vid. We'll see how this wonderful humanity that wants to be
saved [because it's lazy as fuck] also responds to this.

The same idiots that will be subjected to this, or will "approve" of these, are also the
same idiots to say the JoS has been "evil" for saying this was about to happen. A
trillion UFO's could enter our atmosphere tomorrow morning, and humanity could
still be more retarded than a dog or a cat.



This needs fixing on a spiritual  level,  and on cleansing a lot  of  astral,  spiritual,
cultural crap and so on.

Contrary to popular belief, yes, humans do have a say about their destiny. What are
people doing here? Do we use the knowledge of the Gods to save ourselves and
them, or not? Why don't they?

Some may end up as slaves and nobody is going to care. Many, already are slaves
and don't really care for themselves, and we care more about this than they do.
Few, do this willingly, and not by being enslaved into it.

The Gods are more interested about what the conscious people of this planet are
undergoing, and how this particular category of people is going to fare in the future.
Their sympathy and care comes out of this, and not because humanity deserves
that.

When the Gods’ came in earth and they gave humanity the gifts of the Gods and
Soul and so on, they did this elevating them out of an animal level. These people
have left their "humanity" just go and vanish. Are we to worry about a humanity that
they have revoked willingly?

None of the Gods business here. The Gods are going to care for humans that want
to remain human, be human, have a soul, and so on.

Save them? From what at this point? Are people holding guns on their head, so
they don't meditate, or discover these things? Are these not one click away? Are
they not only subjecting themselves into this? The only way to save them from
themselves would be what? They have to do this on their own.

The advance of the enemy in this world is only an inverse manifestation of people's
degeneration. If the second is reversed, the first will go away. Of course, the enemy
is to be dealt with, because this lingers on humanity like an illness.

But no matter how much a doctor removes an illness, if the patient has not decided
on a better lifestyle, the illness will return. This will be a question humanity will have
to answer for it's future too.

Intervention from the Gods is like the doctor and the healing, but in the end, the
duties of humanity do remain the same. Doctor could be visiting a patient every day,
and the latter half of the day, the person could be doing exactly what they shouldn't
be doing, procuring their own death.

On the reverse, if a patient was doing the correct things, less and less intervention
from the doctor would be necessary.

As with anything of course, humans want to face nothing of this [the results of their
own karma], so the fate of many will be what they have sown.



This  should  not  concern  any  Satanist  or  in  plain  words  spiritually  advancing
individual.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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Maybe this is a foolish question, and if so, I apologize, but why don't our
beloved  Gods  show  themselves  physically  to  humanity  and  refute  all
argument to our origins and purpose? Satan has won the war "up above",
and I would guess that Orion has control over the solar system as well.

Are there rules of engagement?

Even if the majority of Mankind is unwelcoming, they are inferiors and could be
divided or disposed of. 

A statement has to be made.

The enemy must understand that so long as our planets and races are intact
their will be struggle. Understand that the enemy is here in the case of rabbi and
Jews. This planet is also surrounded by enemy aliens, and Earth's astral filled
with the enemy.

How disheartening to the enemy would it be if they lost this planet, without our
Gods' even lifting a finger or coming here? The enemy would think twice before
they do it again, they would think are the resources and time even worth it?

At least that is my opinion. 
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